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SUMMARY

Six NACA 1-series axisymmetrical nose air inlets of 8-inch maximum

diameter (one with protruding central body) were tested at zero forward

velocity at the Langley 8-foot transonic tunnel. Total-pressure surveys_

pressure-recovery measurements_ and flow-visualization studies were made

through a range of mass-flow ratio extending from below the normal oper-

ating range to choking.

Test results showed wide variance in the performance of round-lipped

inlets. The two blunter-lipped inlets choked at a mass-flow ratio within

2 percent of the theoretical maximum. There was extensive boundary-

layer separation somewhere in the inlet duct at all mass flows. Corre-

lating parameters were found which defined choking mass-flow ratio and

maximum choking pressure recovery for the inlets tested to within ±0.02

(nose inlets only) and ±0.01, respectively. These parameters neglected

any effect of diffuser geometry.

INTRODUCTION

The design of the internal-flow system of a turbojet-powered air-

craft for optimum operation at transonic or supersonic speeds tends to

compromise the operation of the system at conditions corresponding to

take-off and low-speed operation (i.e., extremely high mass-flow ratios

at or very near choking and thus possibly large performance losses).

Effort has been made to avoid this low-speed performance penalty in prac-

tice by means of auxiliary inlets or by variable-geometry inlets. It

would be desirable_ of course; to avoid such mechanical complication by

the design of a fixed-geometry system having high performance character-

istics at mass-flow ratios near the theoretical maximum. However_ little

information is available on the effects of inlet geometry on static or
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low-speed performance (refs. i to 5), and, since a transonic inlet inves-
tigation in the Langley 8-foot transonic tunnel has made available several
8-inch-diameter subsonic, transonic, and supersonic air inlets of varying
proportions and lip profiles_ it was considered that a study of the
internal performance of these inlets at static conditions might be useful
in indicating someof the more important effects of inlet geometry.
Although the inlets available did not embody a systematic variation of
isolated geometric variables, they do afford a wide range of the vari-
ables of lip roundness, inlet area, and diffusion rate and magnitude.
Accordingly, static induction tests of several of these inlets were con-
ducted on a suction test stand at the Langley 8-foot transonic tunnel.

In this paper the results of the static-condition investigation of
six NACA1-series nose inlets (one with protruding central body) are
reported and compared with other data available. Total-pressure surveys
and pressure-recovery measurements were made through a mass-flow range
extending from below the normal operating range to choking. In addition,
flow-visualization studies were made of someof the inlets by utilizing
the tuft and the liquid-film-flow techniques.

SYMBOLS

A

D

H

H

m

m/ms

M

P

Pa

m/mch

r

duct cross-sectional area

maximum body diameter, 8.0

total pressure

average total pressure, /H
dA

mass-flow rate

pVA
mass-flow ratio,

PsVsAmin

Mach number

static pressure

atmospheric pressure

relative mass-flow ratio,

radius

m/ms

ch
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X

X

Y
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Subscripts :

i

ch

min

S

local duct radius

body maximum radius_ D/2

velocity

axial distance_ positive downstream

axial distance between the inlet plane and the duct

minimum-area station

radial distance from reference line (see fig. 2)_ positive

toward model axis

inner-lip thickness at duct minimum-area station

mass density

diffuser equivalent conical angle

inlet plane

condition corresponding to choking at duct minimum-area

station

inlet duct minimum-area station (see fig. i)

condition corresponding to a Mach number of 1.0 for

isentropic flow

inlet duct maximum-area station (diffuser-exit station)

APPARATUS AND TESTS

Models.- Figure i presents schematic drawings of the various inlet

shapes tested and gives some design details of these inlets. Further

details of the inlet profile and design of these inlets may be found in

reference 6. The NACA 1-70-200 nose inlet was constructed of Fiberglas-

Paraplex laminate. The other nose inlets were of spun-aluminum construc-

tion throughout. The two internal central bodies used in the nose-inlet

tests and the tube supporting the protruding central body in the

NACA 1-80-300 configuration were also of spun-aluminum construction. The

protruding central body was of wood construction surfaced with Paraplex

plastic. The inlet inner-lip contours (ellipses all_ followed by a
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cylindrical section) are defined in figure 2_ and the inlet-duct-area
variations from the inlet lip to the diffuser-exit station are shown in
figure 3. The inner-lip contours are compared in figure 4, scaled to
the same inlet diameter.

Apparatus.- A schematic drawing of the test apparatus is presented

in figure 5- The inlets were mounted on a long steel barrel which housed

the diffuser-exit rakes and a venturi tube containing a rake of static-

and total-pressure tubes. The low-pressure source was a lO, O00 cu-ft/min

compressor.

Flow visualization.- For flow-visualization purposes, two inlets_

the NACA 1-40-200 and 1-70-200, were fitted with i/8-inch steel plates

constructed to extend along the model center line from well in front of

the model to 4_ inches into the inlet and to conform closely to the model-
2

inner-wall contour. A drawing of one of these plates is shown in fig-

ure 6. The flow patterns were obtained by brushing with one stroke a

thin mixture of Varsol and commercial Prussian blue oil pigment around

the region of the inlet while the inlet was operating at the desired mass

flow. When the pigment had dried enough to stop flowing_ the compressor

was shut down_ the flow-plate removed 3 and the pattern photographed.

Tufts used in other flow-visualization studies were 3/4-inch lengths

of braided nylon cord secured to the model with clear dope. Tuft obser-

vations were photographed at 64 frames per second.

Tests and measurements.- The inlets were mounted on the steel barrel

together with the appropriate fairing. The back pressure was reduced

through several intermediate steps until the inlet was choked. The back

pressure was then further reduced to increase the internal losses and to

define adequately the choking mass-flow ratio. At each step, static-

and total-pressure readings from the diffuser-exit and venturi rakes

(and when present_ from a small survey rake located on the outer duct

wall 5 inches behind the inlet plane) were photographically recorded from

a multitube manometer board.

The relative areas were such that the venturi tube choked at a lower

mass flow than did the NACA 1-60-200 and 1-70-200 nose inlets. Two

further tests were then made of the NACA 1-70-200 nose inlet with the

venturi tube removed. This inlet was tested to define completely the

choking mass-flow ratio and was also tested with a transition strip

located on the inlet inner lip. The transition strip_ covering the

entire annulus of the inlet and consisting of number 60 carborundum grains

cemented to the model surface with clear lacquer_ extended from the

leading edge of the inlet 3/4 inch into the inlet.
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For those tests where the venturi tube was present both mass-flow
ratio and average total-pressure ratio were calculated from the readings
of the venturi rake. Although separated flow_ as is shown subsequently,
was always present at the diffuser-exit station_ it was interesting to
note that the average total-pressure ratio measured at this station was
within i percent of that measured at the venturi station. Computations
of mass-flow ratio and average total-pressure ratio for the NACA1-70-200
nose inlet were_ since the venturi tube was not present, made from readings
of the diffuser-exit rakes. Inasmuch as comparison of mass-flow-ratio
computations for the NACA1-40-200 and 1-50-200 nose inlets indicated
that values of mass-flow ratio computed from the diffuser-exit rakes were
considerably higher than those from the venturi rake, it may be assumed
that the values presented for the 1-70-200 inlet are likewise consider-
ably in error.

The accuracy of the measurements is estimated as: mass-flow ratio
measured at the venturi station_ +0.02_ or -0 (no estimate is made for the
NACA1-70-200 nose inlet); total-pressure ratio_ ±0.01; and average total-
pressure ratio_ ±0.01.

RESULTSANDDISCUSSION

Total-pressure profiles.- The effects of mass-flow ratio on the

total-pressure profiles for several of the inlets are shown in figures 7

to i0. For most cases_ the diffuser-exit profiles were of unfavorable

types associated with flow separation from the outer duct wall. Gener-

ally_ the flow at the diffuser-exit station became more asymmetric at

the higher mass-flow ratios.

There was a wide latitude in the shapes of the total-pressure pro-

files at the 5-inch station_ and furthermore the shapes would frequently

change very noticeably with no change in the compressor setting. How-

ever_ for all cases where there was no supersonic flow past this station_

the profiles indicated boundary-layer separation. The one profile which

showed supersonic flow past this station was at a m/m s of 0.87 for the

NACA 1-70-200 inlet (see fig. 9(a)). At this condition, the back pres-

sure had been reduced sufficiently to pull the strong shock and its

accompanying boundary-layer separation down past the 5-inch station.

Flow visualization.- The photographs of tuft observations and of

ink-flow patterns shown in figures ii and 12 were selected to show typical

examples of tuft and ink-flow patterns obtained. The drawings of fig-

ure 13 are presented to illustrate more clearly some of the types of

flow phenomena observed in the photographs of figure 12.
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Tuft observations of the NACA1-60-200_ 1-70-200, and 1-50-400 nose
inlets indicated the presence of flow separation at or close to the inlet
lip for all conditions except that of supersonic flow preceding a strong
shock inside the inlet. At this condition, attached flow existed back
to the shock where separation then occurred. Flow at all conditions
below choking exhibited signs of extreme roughness (extreme agitation
of tufts in immediate vicinity of inlet plane, large regions of separated
flow shifting around the duct irregtular!y, and loud aural phenomenachar-
acteristic to each inlet). The examples of tuft pictures shown in fig-
ure 11 are consecutive frames from a study of the NACA1-60-200 nose
inlet at amass-flow ratio of approximately 0.80. Separation from the
region of the leading edge is evident in these pictures. This example
was selected to show the roughness in the inlets at high mass-flow ratios
near choking. The flow at the inlet entrance can be seen to vary widely
in character in the short space of 40 frames. The tube protruding from
the inlet is a static pressure probe coinciding with the inlet center
line.

Generally, the lines in the ink-flow patterns of figure 12 tend to
represent streamlines where the boundary layer of the plate was very
thin and there was no crossflow or strong lateral pressure gradient.
They tend to represent motion within the boundary layer on the flow plate
where this boundary layer was thick or where there were strong lateral
pressure gradients, as near the lips (point _, fig. 13). It must be
remembered therefore that the patterns shown are not an exact representa-
tion of the flow encountered in an impediment-free inlet. The flow plate
was present_ and its boundary layer undoubtedly had some effect on inlet
flow. At all mass-flow ratios below choking, the ink-flow patterns for
the NACA1-40-200 nose inlet are very similar. The area of heavy streaks
(point O, fig. 13)indicates that transition on the duct wall was very
close to the inlet plane. The duct-wall boundary layer_ though exceed-
ingly turbulent and possibly separated_ was not of significant thickness
until the minimum section was passed, where extensive boundary-layer
separation occurred (point Q_ fig. 13). As the mass-flow ratio was
raised to just below choking_ the boundary-layer thickness grew slightly
and the area of separation extended over a larger portion of the plate.
These areas of boundary-layer separation seen in all the figures are
probably much larger than those found in an impediment-free inlet because
of the interaction of the plate and duct-wall boundary layers.

As the inlet choked, a strong shock formed, showing as a dark line
(fig. 12) followed by a region much lighter than that preceding the shock
(illustrated by point (i_), fig. 13). Separation behind this shock was
extensive; tuft observations and the diffuser-exit profiles of figure 7
corroborate the evidence in figures 12(b) and (c) that separation caused
extreme nonuniformities in the profiles at the diffuser-exit station for
this configuration (see m/ms = 1.00, fig. 7)- Furthermore, the crossing
of the streamlines in figure 12(b) offers evidence which indicates that

/
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this region of separated flow oscillated back and forth irregularly in

the duct; this phenomenon also was observed with tufts.

Pronounced boundary-layer separation may be seen at the in_nediate

vicinity of the inlet lip at all subchoking mass flows for the NACA

1-70-200 nose inlet (point Q, fig. 13). The crossing of the stream-

lines at the lip for a mass-flow ratio of 0.30 showed the unsteadiness

of the flow even at this low flow rate. Boundary-layer separation was

so severe for this inlet that downstream from the 3-inch station

(m/m s = 0.30), no ink flowed in the separated region near the wall.

Increasing the mass-flow ratio to choking resulted_ as for the

1-40-200 inlet_ in attached flow back to the position of the strong

shock where separation then occurred. The shock pattern was less obvi-

ous from the ink-flow studies of this inlet because of the extreme tur-

bulence of the flow. All the ink-flow patterns indicate that, outside

the inlet, the velocity of the entering air decayed rapidly from the

inlet plane. Local Mach numbers along the external surface of the

NACA 1-50-200 nose inlet_ determined from static-pressure surveys (not

presented)_ showed flow velocities at the choking condition of only

M _ 0.09 at 3/4 inch from the plane of the inlet; thus, the internal-

flow characteristics were essentially independent of the external shape

of the inlet.

Pressure recovery.- The variation of average total-pressure ratio

with mass-flow ratio is shown in figure 14. Choking _ass-flow ratio for

the NACA 1-40-200 and 1-50-200 inlets was within about 2 percent of the

theoretical maximum, and average total-pressure ratios at choking were

considerably above those for the other inlets. The agreement of the

pressure-recovery curves for the NACA 1-70-200 nose inlet with and with-

out leading-edge transition strip (see fig. 15) is presumed to indicate

the presence of a turbulent or separated boundary layer at or very close

to the leading edge. This belief is borne out by the ink-flow patterns

of figure 12 which show separation or transition of the boundary layer

within i inch of the leading edge at all mass flows for both this inlet

and the 1-40-200.

In order to check the accuracy of the extremely high values of mass-

flow ratio obtained for the blunter-lipped inlets_ a static-pressure

survey of the duct minimum-area station was conducted for the NACA

1-50-200 nose inlet at the choking condition. The results of this sur-

vey are presented as local Mach number in figure 16(a) and as point-

mass-flow ratio in figure 16(b). Although the Mach numbers shown may

seem high for efficient mass flow_ the variation of 0V with Mach num-

ber near a Mach number of unity is such that even at a Mach number of 1.3_

for instance_ mass flow is still 94 percent of the maximum attainable.

Thus, an integration of the point-mass-flow curve (fig. 16(b)) gave a

value of choking mass-flow ratio of 0.97j which agreed well with the

value 0.98 obtained from the venturi measurements.
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All the inlets tested showedboundary-layer separation from a large por-
tion of the duct wall beginning at or near the inlet lip for all mass
flows below choking. Despite the presence of these regions of separated
flow, some correlating geometric parameters were found which defined,
for the inlets of this investigation and those of a similar investiga-
tion reported in reference 7, choking mass-flow ratio to within ±0.02
(nose inlets only) and choking maximumaverage total-pressure ratio to
within ±0.01. These parameters neglected any effect of diffuser geometry.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory_
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics_

Langley Field, Va., May i0, 1954.
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NACA 1-70-200 nose inlet

NACA 1-50-200 nose inlet

NACA 1-40-200 nose inlet

NACA 1-60-200 nose inlet

NACA 1-50-400 nose inlet

NACA 1-80-300 nose inlet

with elliptical central body

NACA 1-series prof_

Cylindrical seetiony--_ 1 //--_elereno_

] ri I _Str'_

minimum-area station

Inlet center line_

NACA Nose-Inlet Design Details

1-70-200 1-50-200 1-40-200 1-60-20011-50-400

ri 2.83 2.05 1.61 2.44 2.05

ra 30.69 22.25 15.05 20.50 62.50

1 16.00 16.00 16.00 16.00 52.00

Amin. 23.072 10.869 6.157 16.048 11.946

rmi n 2.71 1.86 1.40 2.28 1.95

7CBased on a circle equal in area to Ami n

1-80-300

3.22

52.75

24.00

13.267

2.O55 _

Figure I.- Inlet profiles tested.
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INNER-LIPCOORDINATES

All coordinates in inches

NACA1-series profile

Reference line

NACA1-40-200
nose inlet

NACA1-50-200
nose inlet

NACA1-50-400
nose inlet

x y x y x y

0.000 0.0o0 o.000 o.00o
.lOO .129 .069 .100
.200 .171 .169 .145

.300 .195 .269 .170

.400 .207 .369 .182

.469(X) .209(Y) .469(X) .186(Y)
1.299 .209 1.493 .186

leading-edge

radius 2.0_65
leading-edge
radius 1.609

0.000 0.000

•053 .064

.133 .091

.218(x) .o94(Y)
leading-edge

radius 2.049

NACA 1-60-200

nose inlet

NACA 1-70-200

nose inlet

NACA 1-80-300

nose inlet

x y x y x y

0.000 0.0OO 0.000 0o0OO 0o000 0.000

.069 .080 .i00 .075 .050 .032

.169 .118 .200 .099 .lOO .043

.269 .139 .300 .113 .200 .054

•369 .150 .400 .120 .300 .064

• 469(X) .154(Y) .469(X) .121(y) .400(X) .067(Y)
1.689 .154 1.884 .121 2.O_2 .067

leading-edge

radius 2.829
leading-edge
radius 2.439

leading-edge

radius 3.220

Figure 2.- Coordinates of inner-lip fairings. All dimensions are in inches.
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k_

kO

x/ri

0_ -_ - /- NACA 1U50-400 nose in_t

"b_ _NACA 1-60-?,00 nose inlet
Y/r i

//!____ "- -_- L_, _-_o-_oono_e_e__ _e_bo_y

__ _Open nose conical inlet w_th bell lip (ref. 6)

/ L-NACA 1-50-200 nose inlet _NACA 1-40-200 noJe inlet"
L----Open-nose conical inlet with round lip (ref. 6)

Figure 4.- Inner-lip-shape comparison based on common inlet radius ri.

k_



Diffuser-exit station

4.65

26.25

Diffuser-exit

rake position

Rake 8, deg

I
2

26_315

I

Venturi rake

Figure 5.- Details of static test mount. All dimensions are in inches.
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Section A-A

Figure 6.- Flow-visualization plate. All dimensions are in inches.
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m/m s
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[] .87--
01.00

-- z_1,00 -

I,
(a) Five-ind_ stafior_

t
1.00 m/ms

.ebl

I
.96

.92

.88

P/Porange
_ I I1

l .....

Inner surface Outer surface J

I L>--- _

.84

oo _ _-_ __.80 _ _

1 (b) Diffuser-exit station.
.'r6

.5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0

Radial distance,r/)

Rake
0 I
_2
03
A4
_5
_>6

Figure 7-- Total-pressure-ratio variation with radial distance; NACA

1-40-200 nose inlet. Duct radius at 5-inch station is 1.85 inches.
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I.O

.9

.8

.7
O

!

O

O

i.- 1.00

m/m s

o .67
[] .85
0.97

I I
(a) Five-inch station

0

Outer surtace-

I

%
P/Pa rangeLL

.96

.92

.88

_..-----Inner surface ]

m/m s
I

Outer surface

.87 >--- ¢'-_ "-I

Rake

P/Pa range 0 I
r_2

E>_O 03
A4
v5

(b) Diffuser-exit station.
.8 6.5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0

Radial disfance,r/_

V--

Figure 8.- Total-pressure-ratio variation with radial distance_ NACA

1-50-200 mose inlet. Duct radius at 5-inch station is 2.08 inches.
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(a) Frames i to 20.

Figure ii.- Tuft' photographs. NACA 1-60-200 nose inlet; m!
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(b) Frames 21 to 40.

Figure ll.- Concluded.
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(a) NACA 1-40-200 nose inlet,

m/m s _ O. 48.

(b) NACA 1-40-200 nose inlet,

m/m s = choke.

L-83681

Figure 12.- Ink-flow patterns.
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(e) NACA 1-70-200 nose inlet,

m/m s _ 0.33.

(f) NACA 1-70-200 nose inlet,

m/m s = choke.
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Figure 12.- Concluded.
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NACA 1-40-200 nose inlet

_/ NACA 1-70-200 nose inlet

Figure 13.- Schematic drawing of types of phenomena observed in ink-flow

photographs.
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